The development of new approaches in the GIS research community may require the use of a computational tool to post-process GNSS and inertial sensors data in order to get more accurate position, velocity, and orientation angles (attitude) information. An open-source framework for simulating integrated navigation systems (INS/GNSS) called NaveGo has been developed using MATLAB/GNU Octave and is freely available on-line. Although preliminary tests have shown that NaveGo appears to work properly, a deep examination must be carried out to confirm that this framework is an adequate tool for post-processing INS/GNSS information. The main goal of this work is to produce a validation methodology to show that NaveGo mathematical model works within its specifications. Firstly, static measurements from inertial sensors are processed and analysed by NaveGo applying the Allan variance for profiling typical errors. Some details of Allan variance procedure are exhibited. Then, performances of NaveGo and Inertial Explorer, a closed-source commercial package software for INS/GNSS integration, are compared for a real-world trajectory. It is statistically concluded that NaveGo presents close accuracy to Inertial Explorer for attitude and position. Consequently, it is demonstrated that NaveGo is an useful INS/GNSS post-processing framework that can be used in GIS applications.
INTRODUCTION
An integrated navigation system is an electronic device comprised of several types of sensors that takes advantage of the strengths of each sensor so that to get better estimates of position, velocity, and attitude (PVA), where the latter is defined as the orientation of an object with respect to a particular frame of reference. Typically, an integrated navigation system fusions the information provided by an inertial navigation system (INS), which in turn is compounded by an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and one or more aiding sensors, commonly just a GNSS receiver (GPS, GLONASS, etc.) . This particular system is known as an INS/GNSS system.
An INS provides PVA information with high rates but with unbounded errors since its operation is based on the integration of noisy inertial measurements. On the other hand, a GNSS receiver gives position and velocity with bounded errors but at a lower frequency (Dabove et al., 2011) . The fusion of observations in the INS/GPS system is carried out by an extended Kalman filter (EKF), which is a well-known algorithm for moderate nonlinear systems that operates recursively on both noisy input and output data to statistically produce optimal estimates of the EKF states (Groves, 2008) .
Prior to process IMU data in an INS/GNSS system, it is mandatory to analyse and to measure the inaccuracies that a particular IMU displays. Then, the EKF can be configured with an accurate IMU profile to get a more precise PVA solution from the INS/GNSS system. The Allan variance (Allan, 1966) is a technique that has demonstrated to be useful to identify and to quantify IMU noise processes, as quantisation noise, angle random walk, and bias instability, among others (IEEE-SA Standards Board, 1998; El-Sheimy et al., 2008) . This procedure is one of the most used for profiling IMU imprecisions.
Recently, INS/GNSS systems have gained researchers' attention from the GIS community for the potential this technology has in certain GIS disciplines (Dabove et al., 2017) . For example, land and airborne mobile mapping are fields where INS/GNSS systems offer more precise (sub-centimetre-level accuracy) and reliable data than a GNSS-only solution (Navidi and Landry, 2015) . Besides, orientation of the camera in the mobile mapping system is needed to correctly superpose images and this information cannot be provided by a GNSS receiver.
In the development of new research methodologies in GIS, it may be convenient to have at hand a computational tool to post-process GNSS and INS data from different sensors vendors. Some commercial, closed-source software can be found in the market for this purpose as TerraPos by TerraTec AS (TerraTec AS, 2017), POINT by the University of Canterbury (Spatial Engineering Research Centre, University of Canterbury, 2017), Inertial Explorer by NovAtel Inc. (NovAtel Inc., 2013) , and Kinematica by Advanced Navigation (Advanced Navigation, 2016). According to the provided vendors' information, none of these software packages applies Allan variance analysis. The license cost for these programs ranges from USD 2,000 per year (Advanced Navigation, 2016) to USD 13,000 for a full, non-time limited license (NovAtel Inc., 2013) . This expense could be prohibited for some research groups which are giving their first steps in Geomatics or GIS.
An open-source INS/GNSS simulation framework could be a zero-cost alternative to commercial software. In addition, an open-source software may let some new ideas in the GIS community be rapidly proved, but also enable other researchers to compare their new approaches against already proposed GIS solutions in a fairly and repeatability way, both central aspects of the scientific method, by using the same computational tool. Additionally, it could be interesting that this open-source tool to offer a procedure to apply the Allan variance to IMU measurements in order to profile the device intrinsic noises (Piras and Dabove, 2016) .
NaveGo is an open-source framework for simulating loosely-coupled INS/GNSS systems that is freely available on-line (Gonzalez, 2016) . It is developed using MATLAB/GNU Octave due to this programming language has become a de facto standard for simulation and mathematical computing. Previous publications have exposed its complete mathematical model (Gonzalez et al., 2015a) and how inertial sensors and GPS receiver can be simulated in a simplified way (Gonzalez et al., 2015b ). NaveGo has been tested by processing real-world data from a real trajectory (Toth et al., 2011) . Results from that test have been around expected values (Gonzalez et al., 2015a) .
Although NaveGo has shown to work properly, a more thoroughly examination must be carry out to confirm that this framework can be considered a serious tool for post-processing INS/GNSS data. Thus, the main goal of this paper is to successfully produce an empirical model validation methodology that ensures that NaveGo conforms to its specification. In doing so, it is proposed to validate NaveGo model by comparison to another reference model (Sargent, 2013) , in particular to Inertial Explorer, a mature and well-known commercial software for INS/GNSS integration. Model validation is done by comparison of the results of both INS/GNSS solutions by processing field data sets. It is worth mentioning that after an exhaustive search in the existing literature, it has not been found previous works related to compare INS/GNSS computational models.
In spite of the fact that some few another INS/GNSS data processing software have been proposed in the literature (Giroux et al., 2003; Niu et al., 2015) , these tools are neither open source nor freely available. It is the authors' believe that NaveGo is the first coordinated academic effort to develop an open-source INS/GNSS processing framework for both navigation and GIS communities.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, Allan variance procedure performed by NaveGo is shown by processing static measurements from the same IMU unit that will be used to validate NaveGo mathematical model. Section 3 details the kinematic data set that is used to validate NaveGo, and presents the comparison method to analyse the uncertainties from both NaveGo and a Inertial Explorer. Finally, Section 4 completes this paper commenting results and providing conclusions.
ALLAN VARIANCE PROCEDURE
The Allan variance (AV) is a widely known technique to estimate particular inaccuracies in inertial sensors. Though IMU manufacturers provide sensors characterisation information, these are average values among several units from a particular production batch. Often, a more precise inertial sensor profile may be needed to improve the PVA solution. Theoretical foundations about the AV can be found in the literature (Allan, 1966; El-Sheimy et al., 2008; IEEE-SA Standards Board, 1998) and are out of the scope of this paper.
Static Data Set Description
AV analysis is performed by using data from an Ekinox-D IMU which is a tactical-grade IMU from SBG Systems (SBG Systems, 2016) . This same IMU will be used in Section 3 for processing a kinematic solution with NaveGo.
In applying the AV technique, it is mandatory to only process static measurements (IEEE-SA Standards Board, 1998) . Accordingly, a six-faces static test is performed fixing the Ekinox-D IMU on a nonmagnetic plate, and aligning the device by the y-axis to exclude errors due to orientation. IMU data is acquired about 6 hours at 200 Hz sampling rate in an undisturbed environment. Complete procedure took place at one of DIATI's laboratories.
Statistical information obtained for each sensor from static measurements are static bias, which is the mean, and standard deviation. The latter is related to the level of white noise presented in the sensor. Values of these two errors from the six Ekinox-D IMU sensors in the three body axes XYZ are shown in Table 1. 
Sensor
Static
Allan Variance Analysis under NaveGo
The Allan variance estimator used in NaveGo is the overlapping Allan variance (Howe et al., 1981) . Eq. 1 shows the overlapping AV of a discrete time series,
where N is the number of consecutive data points sampled at t 0 seconds, T is the fixed length in time of N, n is a group of consecutive data points forming a cluster with n < N/2, and θ is the angle or velocity measurements made at discrete times given by τ = kt 0 , k = 1, 2, 3, ..., N. Finally, the square-root of the Allan variance σ(T ) is represented in a log-log plot versus τ. This figure will show a curve with different slopes that are associated to specific types of errors. Something important to bear in mind is that every error found in the AV plot has an intrinsic value of dispersion due to the finiteness of the number of clusters, given by the following formula,
Equation 2 shows that the computed error in a region of an AV plot is small if the number of data points in a cluster n is low when compared to the total number of data points N. Thus, it is important how these regions are previously defined and, as a consequence, how the time vector τ(kt 0 ) is built to get the smallest σ(δ).
Since AV analysis is based on creating a log-log plot, it makes sense that time vector τ(kt 0 ) has a logarithmic arrangement. Thus, τ(kt 0 ) is built in NaveGo according to Algorithm 1. Variable t0 is the period of time vector, tM is the maximum value of time, and tm is the minimum value of time. Pseudo code in Algorithm 1 is similar to MATLAB code for convenience.
In the particular case of the static data set exposed Finally, Table 2 exhibits the values found by applying NaveGo AV method of dynamic biases (bias instability) and angle random walks and velocity angle random walks, respectively for gyroscopes and accelerometers.
NAVEGO MODEL VALIDATION
In this section, NaveGo is validated by comparing its performance for a real trajectory against a commercial package software for INS/GNSS post-processing. Testing and reference data sets are described. Then, results from both frameworks are exposed. Finally, a detailed statistical comparison of both performances is carried out. 
Kinematic Data Set Description
The kinematic data set was generated in the city of Turin by the DIATI group. Several sensors were installed on a crosswise aluminium bar mounted on the roof of a vehicle, as shown in Fig. 3 . Two GNSS geodetic antennas (yellow circles in Fig. 3 ) were installed at the opposite ends of the bar in the direction of motion. Then, they were connected to the Ekinox-D platform (blue circle in Fig. 3 ). The Ekinox-D unit was inserted into an aluminium skeleton on which a third geodetic antenna was placed using a plate, centred exactly on the source of the reference system of the inertial sensor (XY centre). The positions of both antennas and sensors are calculated in planimetry and altimetry by a small network of distances using StarNet 7.0 software (MicroSurvey, 2016), following a least-squares approach, and reaching a maximum root-mean square error of about 2 mm. This enables the lever arm of the system to be obtained with high accuracy.
This system was registered in a stretch of the Turin road network. This trajectory is shown in Figure  4 , being an urban section with minor obstruction in terms of buildings. It presents full GPS-signal availability for the entire trajectory. This path covers about 2 kilometres and takes about 10 minutes. The Ekinox-D IMU was configured with a sampling rate of 200 Hz, while internal Ekinox-D GNSS receiver was configured to operate at 5 Hz.
Although various sensors are part of this data set, in this work only measurements from Ekinox-D device by SBG Systems (SBG Systems, 2016) are taken into account. Ekinox-D equipment consists of a tactical-grade IMU and an internal dual-antenna GNSS receiver (GPS + GLONASS).
Before the logging of measurements, inertial instrumentation needs to be calibrated. This step allows the Ekinox-D system to calculate the approximate values of the types of biases that vary at each switch (run-to-run biases). Calibration of IMU is mandatory in order to get usable information in a post-processing stage. The calibration phase consists of a path of at least ten minutes during which it is performed accelerations and braking at an average speed of at least 30 km/h, while performing some curves in both clockwise and anticlockwise directions. This procedure is inconvenient to take place in an ordinary street and was run at an empty parking, as shown in Figure 5 .
After the calibration phase, the entire trajectory was logged without any stop, except of the common stoppage due to traffic. As seen in the top part of Figure 4 , the kinematic trajectory also includes the final part of the calibration phase. 
Kinematic Reference Data Set
A reference data set is formed by processing the Ekinox-D measurements using IE with tightlycoupled integration with backward processing. GPS data is corrected by using the TORI permanent station (GNSS Positioning Service of Regione Piemonte and Regione Lombardia, 2017) as a master GNSS station, composed by a multi-constellation and multifrequency receiver. Its coordinates have millimetre accuracy. This is the best possible PVA solution that can be obtained by using effectively all available hardware and software resources. The reference data set comprises attitude and position variables. It has a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. Table 3 shows the average standard deviations for each variable from the kinematic trajectory of Figure 4 . 
Comparison between NaveGo Model and Inertial Explorer
The performances of NaveGo and Inertial Explorer (IE) are compared using the kinematic trajectory described in Section 3.1.
IE is a closed-source, commercial software developed by NovAtel Inc. (NovAtel Inc., 2013) , a Canadian firm better known for manufacturing GNSS and GPS receivers. IE is targeted for integration of IMU sensors data with GNSS information. IE implements both loosely-coupled (LC) and tightly-coupled (TC) integrations. In turn, each integration mode can be combined with forward or backward (smoothing) processing. It is worth mentioning that this tool does not provide any routine to analyse IMU errors by applying the Allan variance.
Since NaveGo only supports forward, looselycoupled integration, the kinematic data set is also processed in IE with this type of solution. For the sake of a fair comparison, the same values are input to both frameworks before INS/GPS processing. These input data are IMU errors (specified in Tables 1 and  2 ), GPS errors, initial position, initial velocity, initial IMU alignment, and lever arm.
After IMU and GPS data are processed, NaveGo, IE and GPS estimates are linear-interpolated according to the reference time vector (Sec. 3.2). Table  4 shows the root-mean-squared errors (RMSE) from NaveGo and IE both compared against the reference data set. RMSE from GPS-only solution are also provided for analysing INS/GPS improvements in position. Table 4 that efficiencies from both frameworks are close. Nevertheless, IE presents better performance in attitude. IE also presents better estimates in longitude and altitude, but NaveGo shows better accuracy in latitude. Finally, as observed in the third column of Table 4 , none of the two packages provides a notably higher performance in position when compared with the GPS-only solution.
Since RMSE is an average on the squared differences between measurements of interest and reference values on an entire data set, it can be considered as a coarse, preliminary performance examination. Consequently, it is important to make a more detailed analysis and to verify from a statistical point of view the results obtained from just one data set.
For statistically evaluating the differences of the generated navigation estimates from both software packages, a set of 100 uniformly and randomly samples is created, with the same pattern for the three data sets, i.e., interpolated IE, interpolated NaveGo, and reference. Each sample consists of a fixed-length window encompassing the same stretch on the three data sets. The size of each selected stretch is 55 for this test, which is around the 10% of the size of each data set. Then, RMSE is calculated for each window. The sampling distribution of the RMSE for each navigation output is shown in box plots from Figures 6 to 8 for attitude, and from Figures 9 to 11 for position. In general, IE framework shows one-magnitude lower RMSE values when compared with NaveGo, a situation that it is consequent with the results already observed in Table 4 . In particular, the IE RMSE distribution is more concentrated around the median for at- titude (roll, pitch, and yaw). Such behaviour is not observable for the remaining three RMSE, latitude, longitude, and altitude, where IE shows more dispersion when compared to the position provided by NaveGo. For statistically confirming the differences shown in Figures 6 to 11 , a Student's t-test is applied on the sampled data. The Student's t-test checks the null hypothesis that both framework estimates have equal means, i.e., no differences exist between them from a statistical perspective. A p-value lower than 0.05 implies the rejection of the null hypothesis and gives more confidence on the results. Table 5 shows the RMSE averages over 100 samples for both frameworks and the p-values for the six navigation outputs. With p-values considerably lower than 0.055, the test concludes with a confidence of 95% that a statistical significant difference between NaveGo and Inertial Explorer is observable for all the navigation outputs except in the case of the latitude (highlighted in bold font). In such case, a p-value of 0.3471 indicates that it is not possible to conclude that a difference exists between both latitudes. To sum up, the test results prove to be consistent with the differences observables in Table 4 and the box plot figures.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the performance of NaveGo mathematical model, an open-source MATLAB/GNU Octave toolbox for Allan variance analysis and INS/GNSS integration, is contrasted with Inertial Explorer, a closed-source, commercial software package.
Firstly, Allan variance procedure by NaveGo is exposed for characterising the errors of a tacticalgrade IMU. It is explained how the time vector for Allan variance analysis is formed.
Then, performances of NaveGo and Inertial Explorer are compared for a real-world trajectory. It is concluded that NaveGo presents similar accuracy to Inertial Explorer, although the later has better precision in attitude. On the other hand, a detailed statistical analysis reveals that NaveGo presents a more uniform distribution of RMSE in position.
Finally, the validation methodology unfolded in this work points out that NaveGo algorithms for attitude estimation still have some room for improvement, and some software development effort has to be put into this direction for future work.
